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50 Essays from the
First 50 Years Farrar,
Straus and Giroux
The Norton
Introduction to
Literature presents an
engaging, balanced
selection of literature
to suit any course.
Oﬀering a thorough
treatment of historical
and critical context,
the most

comprehensive media
package available, and
a rich suite of tools to
encourage close
reading and thoughtful
writing, the Shorter
Twelfth Edition is
unparalleled in its
guidance of
understanding,
analyzing, and writing
about literature.
The Traditions in
English Springer
Not since Edward

Norton Reader 13 Edition

Abbey has one writer
spoken so passionately
about the desert places
of the American West
as has Terry Tempest
Williams. In this ﬁrst
book of criticism to
address the work of
one of the West's ﬁnest
daughters, Katherine
Chandler and Melissa
Goldthwaite collect the
work of sixteen
respected scholars who
each examine some
aspect of courage,
wisdom, or place in
Williams's work, in an
attempt to "get behind
the heart" of her
literary vision.
Kiling Time in Iraq W.
W. Norton
Flexible, easy to use,
just enough detail?and
now the number-one
best seller. With just
enough detail ? and
color-coded links that
send students to more
detail if they need it ?
this is the rhetoric that
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tells students what
they need to know and
resists the temptation
to tell them everything
there is to know.
Designed for easy
reference ? with
menus, directories, and
a combined
glossary/index. The
Third Edition has new
chapters on academic
writing, choosing
genres, writing online,
and choosing media, as
well as new attention
to multimodal writing.
The Norton Field Guide
to Writing is available
with a handbook, an
anthology, or both ?
and all versions are
now available as lowcost ebooks.
The Secret Garden W.
W. Norton
The most-trusted and
best-selling anthology
continues to set the
bar with a vibrant
revision of the Major
Authors Edition. Major
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Authors oﬀers new
complete major works,
new contemporary
writers, and new
dynamic and
convenient digital
resources. Now the
Norton is an even
better teaching tool
and, as ever, an
unmatched value for
students.
Virginia Woolf Wiley
Global Education
An incomparable
resource, an
unmatched value
Books That Cook Worth
Publishers
Emphasizing the
relevance of politics
and government in
everyday life, We the
People provides tools
to help students think
critically about
American government
and politics. The Sixth
Edition has been
carefully updated to
reﬂect most recent
developments,
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including the ongoing
conﬂict in Iraq and the
2006 midterm
elections.
Complemented by a
rich package of
multimedia tools for
instructors and
students, including a
new video-clip DVD,
We the People is now
more pedagogically
eﬀective than ever.
Standard Ebooks
Help students realize
their power as authors
The Enjoyment of
Music W. W. Norton &
Company
The classroom
standard for readers
and aspiring writers of
ﬁction, The Norton
Anthology of Short
Fiction oﬀers the most
comprehensive,
engaging selection of
classic and
contemporary stories
in the ﬁeld.
Full Fifth Edition
Penguin UK
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The perfect
supplement to
introductory
psychology texts, The
Norton Psychology
Reader includes the
best contemporary
writing on the study of
human behavior.
Back to the Lake The
Norton Reader
W. W. Norton &
Company is proud to
present the Sixth
Edition of TheNorton
Sampler. As a
rhetorically arranged
collection of short
essaysfor composition,
our Sampler echoes
the cloth samplers
once done incolonial
America, presenting
the basic patterns of
writing for studentsto
practice just as
schoolchildren once
practiced their stitches
andABCs on
needlework samplers.
This new edition shows
students
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thatdescription,
narration, and the
other patterns of
exposition are notjust
abstract concepts used
in composition
classrooms but are in
factthe way we think-and write. The Norton
Sampler contains 63
carefully chosen
readings--classics
aswell as more recent
pieces, essays along
with a few realworldtexts--all
demonstrating how
writers use the modes
of discourse for
manyvaried purposes.
The Making of a
Literary Meal
HarperCollins
THIS TITLE HAS BEEN
UPDATED TO REFLECT
THE 2016 MLA
UPDATE.
Commemorating 50
years of the The
Norton Reader, in a
portable and aﬀordable
format.
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Guns, Germs, and
Steel: The Fates of
Human Societies (20th
Anniversary Edition)
Рипол Классик
In this modern take on
Harriet the Spy,
twelve-year-old Drew
uses her true crime
expertise to catch the
cyberbully in her
school—only to
discover that family,
friendship, and identity
are the hardest
mysteries to solve.
Drew Leclair knows
what it takes to be a
great detective. She’s
pored over the cases
solved by her hero,
criminal proﬁler Lita
Miyamoto. She tracked
down the graﬃti artist
at school, and even
solved the mystery of
her neighbor’s missing
rabbit. But when her
mother runs oﬀ to
Hawaii with the school
guidance counselor,
Drew is shocked. How
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did she miss all of the
clues? Drew is
determined to keep her
family life a secret,
even from her best
friend. But when a
cyberbully starts
posting embarrassing
rumors about other
students at school, it’s
only a matter of time
before Drew’s secret is
out. Armed with her
notebooks full of
observations about her
classmates, Drew
knows what she has to
do: proﬁle all of the
bullies in her grade to
ﬁnd the culprit. But
being a detective is
more complicated
when the suspects can
be your friends. Will
Drew crack the case if
it means losing the
people she cares about
most?
Everyone's an Author
W. W. Norton &
Company
For more than 60
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years, this text has led
the way in preparing
students for a lifetime
of listening to great
music and
understanding its
cultural and historical
context. The Thirteenth
Edition builds on this
foundation with NEW
coverage of
performance and
musical style. NEW
tools help students
share their deepening
listening skills and
appreciation in writing
and conversation.
My Ántonia RD Bentley
The Fifth Edition
retains the ﬂexibility
and breadth of
selection that has
deﬁned this classic
anthology, while
improved and
expanded editorial
apparatus make it an
even more useful
teaching tool.
50 Essays from the
First 50 Years, with
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2016 MLA Update W W
Norton & Company
Incorporated
The Norton ReaderW.
W. Norton
The Little Norton
Reader NYU Press
This text includes a
rich array of exercises,
cases, and applied
materials such as the
Kouzes and Posner
Leadership Practices
Inventory and Pfeiﬀer
Annual Edition
exercises. It also oﬀers
a greater focus on the
hot topic of ethics
throughout the entire
book to ensure it is
contemporary and
engaging.Ê
The Norton Anthology
of World Literature W.
W. Norton
Film Analysis oﬀers
concise analyses of
ﬁfty diverse and
historically signiﬁcant
ﬁlms—each written
exclusively for the text
by a leading scholar.
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Written with the
undergraduate in mind,
the essays are clear,
readable, and great
models for students to
follow in helping them
to hone their own
writing. The Second
Edition includes six
new essays, a new,
detailed guide to
writing ﬁlm analysis,
and an extensive, upto-date glossary of
critical ﬁlm terms.
The Norton
Introduction to
Literature W. W.
Norton
The Little Norton
Reader presents 50
essays from the ﬁrst 50
years of The Norton
Reader, classics like
the "Letter from
Birmingham Jail" along
with newer favorites
such as "Is Google
Making Us Stupid?"
and "Fun Home." Its
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small size makes it
portable, and its low
price makes it
aﬀordable.
The Norton Sampler
W. W. Norton
THIS TITLE HAS BEEN
UPDATED TO REFLECT
THE 2016 MLA
UPDATE. The classic
reader that has
introduced millions of
students to the essay
as a genre available in
a concise edition. "
13th Edition W. W.
Norton & Company
An art therapy and
activity book for
children coping with
death. Sensitive
exercises address all
the questions children
may have during this
emotional and
troubling crisis.
Children are
encouraged to express
in pictures what they
are often incapable of
expressing in words.
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